
Spelling Lesson 6 – Invasion from MARS 

bunch  Sentence: Grapes grow in a bunch instead of separately. Definition: a cluster or group of things 
fruit  Sentence: An apple is a crisp and tasty fruit. Definition: the crop of a plant or tree containing a seed 

argue  Sentence: We argue about everything, as we never agree. Definition: to verbally disagree 

crumb  Sentence: The bird ate a tiny crumb of bread. Definition: a very small piece 

crew  Sentence: The crew maintains the ship so it can sail. Definition: people working closely together 

tune  Sentence: A musical tune was played on the piano. Definition: a melody or song 

juice  Sentence: Please pour me a glass of orange juice. Definition: liquid from a food, often fruit or vegetable 

refuse  Sentence: I refuse to lie, because it is wrong. Definition: to show unwillingness to do something 

truth  Sentence: We tried to sort out the truth from the lies. Definition: something proven or accepted as fact 

young  Sentence: The child is young and the grandpa is old. Definition: having few years 

clue  Sentence: The footprint was a clue in the mystery. Definition: information to solve a mystery or problem 

trunk  Sentence: A tree's trunk splits into branches as it grows. Definition: main part of a tree or human body 

amuse  Sentence: He will amuse us with funny stories. Definition: to entertain or make laugh or smile 

suit  Sentence: He wore a blue suit and tie to work. Definition: an outfit with a jacket and pants 

rude  Sentence: The rude man kept interrupting me. Definition: lacking in manners; raw or rough 

trust  Sentence: Your trust in me is greatly appreciated. Definition: confidence, reliance 

dew  Sentence: Wet drops of dew condensed on the grass. Definition: water droplets condensed from the air 

stuck  Sentence: The drawer is stuck and will not open. Definition: not moving, caught 

rescue  Sentence: Please rescue my cat from the treetop! Definition: to save or free from danger or risk 

brush  Sentence: Brush your teeth with toothpaste before bed. Definition: to use a tool with bristles and handle 


